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N E U R O I M A G I N G

Evaluating the evidence for a neuroimaging subtype 
of posttraumatic stress disorder
Michael Esterman1,2,3,4,5*, Anna Stumps3,5,6, Audreyana Jagger-Rickels4,5,6, David Rothlein5,6, 
Joseph DeGutis3,5,6,7, Francesca Fortenbaugh3,6,7, Adrienne Romer6,7,8, William Milberg2,3,7,9, 
Brian P. Marx1,4, Regina McGlinchey2,3,7,9

A recent study used functional neuroimaging and cognitive tasks to identify posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
subtypes. Specifically, this study found that a subgroup of patients with verbal memory impairment had a unique 
neural signature, namely, decreased ventral attention network (VAN) resting-state functional connectivity, and these 
same individuals responded poorly to psychotherapy. Although this represents one of the first studies to propose a 
neurocognitive subtype of PTSD and has far-reaching translational potential, the generalizability and specificity of the 
observed neural network and cognitive domain remain unclear. We attempted to conceptually replicate and extend 
these findings in a similar cohort of combat-exposed veterans (n = 229) tested using a standardized battery of neuro-
psychological tests and a priori criteria for cognitive impairments. First, we conducted identical and complementary 
analyses to determine whether subjects with PTSD and neuropsychologically defined verbal memory deficits exhibit-
ed the VAN connectivity biomarker. Second, we examined whether cognitive deficits in other domains implicated in 
PTSD (executive functioning and attention) exhibited the VAN signature. Across multiple measures of verbal memory, 
we did not find that the subgroup of individuals with PTSD and memory impairments had lower VAN connectivity. 
However, a subgroup of individuals with PTSD and attentional impairments did have lower VAN connectivity, sug-
gesting that the original subtype could have been related to attention and not memory impairments. Overall, our 
findings suggest that the previously identified memory-impaired PTSD subtype may not generalize. Further consider-
ation of neuro psychological methods will be important for neurocognitive markers to be implemented clinically.

INTRODUCTION
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a heterogeneous condition 
in its symptom presentation (1), long-term outcome, response to 
treatment (2, 3), and neurobiology (4–9). Although there have been 
important discoveries in our understanding of the neurobiological 
systems associated with PTSD, this heterogeneity has impeded 
the identification of consistent biomarkers, which are rarely strong 
enough to make inferences at the individual level [although see 
(10, 11)]. One approach to biomarker identification has been the 
use of functional neuroimaging, often alongside neuropsychologi-
cal measurements, to identify subtypes of patients with dysfunction 
in neural networks that may underlie cognitive impairments and 
clinical symptoms. This approach has the potential to reveal tar-
gets for interventions and help predict treatment response (12, 13). 
Furthermore, this general approach has begun to yield insights in 
other patient populations [(13, 14), although see (15)] and was 
recently applied to PTSD (16). In a recent study, Etkin et al. (16) 
identified a PTSD subtype with a specific neurocognitive marker, 
namely, impaired verbal memory alongside ventral attention net-
work (VAN) dysfunction. Although this work has transformative 
implications, given its discovery-based nature, focus on a single 

cognitive measure, and specific analytic approach, the replicability 
and generalizability of this finding remain unclear. Thus, we sought 
to replicate and extend the work of Etkin et al. (16).

To parse the heterogeneity in PTSD, Etkin et al. (16) used cogni-
tive assessments and resting-state functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) connectomics to discover neurocognitive subtypes 
of PTSD. The core approach in their study was to consider neuro-
imaging biomarkers of PTSD in the context of cognitive impairments, 
which they reasoned were key to the development and maintenance 
of PTSD. Thus, Etkin et al. (16) aimed to first identify those individuals 
with PTSD and a cognitive impairment and then determine whether 
this subgroup had a unique network-based connectomics signature, 
relative to those with PTSD but lacking the cognitive impairment 
as well as those without PTSD. Using a sample with mixed trauma 
exposures (n = 87; 57% sexual and physical abuse; 58% female), 
Etkin et al. found that individuals with PTSD overall performed 
worse than individuals without PTSD on a verbal recognition memory 
task. Subsequent exploratory analyses revealed that a subset of indi-
viduals with PTSD and relatively impaired verbal memory (n = 12) 
exhibited lower connectivity between regions in the VAN than in-
dividuals without PTSD or those with PTSD and relatively intact 
verbal recognition memory. This finding survived multiple com-
parisons correction (for analyses conducted in 28 brain network 
markers). Using a second, independent sample of combat-exposed 
postdeployed veterans (n = 240; 12% female), those with PTSD and 
a relative impairment in verbal recognition memory (n = 40) also 
exhibited lower VAN connectivity, although other brain networks 
also exhibited hypoconnectivity. In a subset of participants from the 
first sample (n = 36), those that exhibited both a relative verbal 
memory impairment and VAN connectivity impairment (n = 6) re-
sponded less favorably to prolonged exposure therapy for PTSD 
relative to the other participants.
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Although these findings are an important step in the direction of 
matching patients with PTSD to specific treatments, the study of 
Etkin et al. (16) has limitations. As acknowledged by the authors, 
this study relied solely upon a single forced choice recognition verbal 
memory test to define impairment post hoc and did not make use 
of normative data (17–20). Including a test of free recall (17, 20), 
alongside previously established normative data for defining impair-
ment (21–23), might have provided more evidence for the existence 
of memory impairments in their sample, as there were potentially 
ceiling effects in the recognition task (median performance was 
above 90%) (17). In addition, the authors did not assess participants’ 
performance validity or effort testing, although it has been shown to 
be associated with neuropsychological performance and clinical 
symptoms (24). Etkin et al. also did not include comparisons to par-
ticipants without PTSD but with a relative impairment in verbal 
memory. Hence, it is unclear whether the VAN marker was specific 
to PTSD with a memory impairment or to the memory impairment 
alone. A final limitation of Etkin et al. was the primary focus on 
verbal memory deficits among those with PTSD. Although other 
cognitive domains were assessed, this focus was driven by an ob-
served main effect of PTSD diagnosis on recognition memory. There 
is ample evidence of PTSD-related cognitive impairments in other 
domains, such as attention (25–32), executive functioning, and in-
hibitory control (27, 32–34), and these could also reveal cognitive- 
impaired subtypes of PTSD. These cognitive functions are more 
typically linked to the VAN than verbal memory (35).

In this conceptual replication and extension, we address these 
limitations of Etkin et al. using a similar cohort of combat-exposed 
veterans (n = 229), comparable data processing techniques, a more 
comprehensive and standardized battery of neuropsychological tests 
with a priori criteria for cognitive impairments, and a variety of 
matched and complementary analysis strategies. We examined whether 
individuals with normative-based verbal memory impairments and 
PTSD exhibited the VAN connectivity biomarker identified by 
Etkin et al. (16) using a well-validated neuropsychological measure 
of verbal memory with both free recall and recognition, the California 
Verbal Learning Test (CVLT-II) (36). Because we had an extensive 
assessment of executive functioning and attention in our cohort as 
well as validated composites and impairment cutoffs of each cogni-
tive domain (29), we were also able to examine the degree to which 
other cognitive impairments may be related to alternative PTSD 
subtypes. Last, we explored whether other brain networks revealed 
additional subtypes or interactions between cognition and PTSD.

RESULTS
Analysis plan
We applied identical and complementary analytic models on data 
collected from our sample (n = 229) as applied by Etkin et al. (16) to 
evaluate the evidence for a neurocognitive subtype of PTSD. Specif-
ically, three generalized linear models (GLMs) were conducted to 
predict individual differences in within-VAN connectivity. Model 1 
was identical to that used by Etkin et al., with a single group factor 
with three levels (PTSD+/cognitive impairment+, PTSD+/cognitive 
impairment−, and PTSD−). In model 2, we included PTSD diagnos-
tic status and cognition (impaired and not impaired), as well as the 
interaction term, as predictors. Given the challenge of defining cut-
offs, we conducted model 3 with PTSD status and a continuous cog-
nitive factor (memory performance), as well as an interaction term 

as predictors of VAN connectivity. To evaluate memory with mul-
tiple measures, models 1 to 3 were conducted using three tests of 
memory (memory composite score, long-delay free recall, and long- 
delay recognition). To determine whether executive or attentional 
impairments were associated with VAN connectivity among those 
with and without PTSD, we evaluated models 1 to 3 using executive 
and attention composite scores as predictors in place of the different 
memory scores. All models included the same covariates (age, gender 
identification, handedness, medication status, and head motion; see 
Materials and Methods) and effect statistic (Wald statistic) as in the 
study of Etkin et al. (16).

Demographics and group characteristics
Age, gender, and head motion did not differ between individuals 
with and without PTSD (P > 0.672). Individuals with PTSD reported 
completing less education (P = 0.013) and were more likely to be 
diagnosed with mood disorders (P < 0.001), anxiety disorders 
(P = 0.015), substance use disorders (P = 0.017), and military trau-
matic brain injury (TBI; P < 0.001) than individuals without PTSD. 
Memory performance scores and the executive function composite 
score did not differ between the PTSD+ and PTSD− groups (P > 0.29). 
Individuals with PTSD performed marginally worse on the attention 
composite score than those without PTSD (P = 0.076). Table 1 pro-
vides the statistical comparison of the demographics, clinical, and 
cognitive measures between the PTSD+ and PTSD− groups.

Neuropsychological performance and impairment cutoffs
Primary verbal memory measure
The criterion of at least two performance scores from the CVLT-II at 
1 SD or more below normative expectations was used to define “clin-
ically meaningful” impairment (see Materials and Methods). Accord-
ingly, 30% of individuals with PTSD and 23% of individuals without 
PTSD were identified as having a verbal memory impairment (Table 2).
Secondary verbal memory measures
We used raw performance scores on the delayed recall and recogni-
tion tests and a procedure to equate the rate of memory impairment 
to those of Etkin et al. (16) (see Table 2). For the recognition test, a 
cutoff of <85% accuracy (hit rate − false alarm rate) to denote im-
pairment closely matched to Etkin et  al. (16), with 27% of the 
PTSD+ group impaired (versus 33%) and 19% of the PTSD− group 
impaired (versus 19%). For the free recall test, a cutoff of <56% ac-
curacy to denote impairment closely matched to Etkin et al. (16), 
with 29% of the PTSD+ group impaired (versus 33%) and 19% of the 
PTSD− group impaired (versus 19%). Using a randomization pro-
cedure, we found that the relative match to Etkin et al. was not likely 
to have occurred by chance (P = 0.023), thus replicating the rate of 
impairment across studies.
Executive functioning and attention composites
For executive functioning and attention, the criterion of at least two 
performance scores at 1 SD or more below normative expectations 
was used to define clinically meaningful impairment in each do-
main respectively (see Materials and Methods). Individuals with 
and without PTSD showed significant differences between the per-
cent impaired on the attention (P = 0.004) and executive function 
(P = 0.037) composites. The PTSD+ group had a higher percentage 
with impaired attention, and the PTSD− group had a higher per-
centage with impaired executive function (see Table 2).

In sum, those with PTSD in our sample had the most robust cog-
nitive impairment in the attention domain exhibiting higher rates 
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of clinically meaningful attention impairments (Table 2). Distribu-
tions of the primary and secondary verbal memory, executive, and 
attention measures are shown in fig. S1.

VAN connectivity and memory impairments in PTSD
Results of models 1 to 3 are presented for each of the memory per-
formance indicators in Table 3 and Fig. 1 (A to C). Using the com-

posite memory measure (Table 3 and Fig. 1A), long-delay free recall 
accuracy (Table 3 and Fig. 1B), or long-delay recognition accuracy 
(Table 3 and Fig. 1C), there was no evidence that PTSD, memory 
impairments, or their co-occurrence were associated with lower VAN 
connectivity (P > 0.08). For the composite measure in model 2, the 
interaction between PTSD and memory was significant (Wald 
2 = 4.94, P = 0.026). However, this effect was driven by lower VAN 
connectivity in those without PTSD but with memory impairments 
(Table 3 and Fig. 1A). Memory results were consistent across other 
potential alternative cutoffs for the composite, recognition, and 
recall measures. No correlations (Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ) be-
tween memory scores and VAN connectivity were significant for 
the PTSD+ or PTSD− groups (P > 0.14; Fig. 1, D to F). Therefore, in 
our sample, we did not observe that individuals with PTSD and 
accompanying verbal memory impairment had reduced within-VAN 
connectivity.

VAN connectivity and other domains of cognitive 
impairment in PTSD
Participants with executive functioning impairments and PTSD did 
not differ in their VAN connectivity (Fig. 2A and Table 3) from 
those with PTSD and no executive impairment, as well as those 
without PTSD, across the three statistical models. On the other hand, 
we did observe a significant difference for the attention composite 
score, such that individuals with PTSD and impaired attention had 
lower within-VAN connectivity relative to the other two groups 
(Fig. 2B and Table 3; Wald 2 = 8.62, P = 0.013). Because few partici-
pants without PTSD had impaired attention (n = 6), we did not model 
this group separately and thus did not conduct model 2 (2 × 2 GLM). 
In model 3, we did not observe a significant interaction between 
PTSD diagnosis and continuous performance on the attention 
composite (Wald 2 = 0.42, P = 0.516). However, in the PTSD+ 
group, there was a significant correlation (Pearson’s r and Spearman’s 
ρ) between VAN connectivity and attention (r = 0.18, ρ = 0.22, P < 
0.05) but not executive functioning (Fig. 2, C and D). This indicates 
that the VAN dysfunction was strongest in those with PTSD and 
clinically meaningful attentional impairment. Clinical severity and 
comorbidities were not greater in those with PTSD and attentional 
impairment compared with those with PTSD but without impair-
ment, although scores were worse in executive functioning (P  = 
0.006; table S1) and estimated premorbid verbal ability (P = 0.010; 
table S1).

Alternative models considering additional confounders
Differences between the PTSD groups with and without attention 
impairment in estimated premorbid verbal ability suggest that the 
observed effects could be due to general premorbid cognitive func-
tioning. Therefore, we conducted model 3 with Wechsler Test of 
Adult Reading (WTAR) scores as the predictor of VAN connectivity 
(table S2); however, the WTAR did not significantly predict VAN 
connectivity by itself or in an interaction with PTSD status (P = 0.603, 
P = 0.179, respectively). We also considered all previous models with 
WTAR score as a covariate, and the attention effect remained signifi-
cant (model 1: Wald 2 = 9.56, P = 0.008; table S2). In addition, we 
considered whether modifying the strictness of the exclusion criteria 
on the basis of effort failures changed the observed results. Specifically, 
we considered all previous models after excluding 18 additional 
participants (28 total) who failed any one of the embedded effort 
measures (see Materials and Methods) and found the same results, as 

Table 1. Demographics. Mean ± SD; P values are from t test and 
chi-square tests comparing PTSD+ and PTSD−. PTSD+, PTSD participants; 
PTSD−, trauma-exposed control participants. Head motion was the mean 
absolute displacement across the six motion parameters: CAPS-IV, 
Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale for DSM-IV; WHODAS II, World Health 
Organization Disability Assessment Schedule II; IQ, intelligence quotient; 
WTAR, Wechsler Test of Adult Reading; HR − FAR, hit rate minus false 
alarm rate. Long-delay free recall and long-delay recognition are 
measures from the California Verbal Learning Test II (CVLT-II). 

Measure PTSD+ PTSD− P value

N 140 89 –

Gender (M:F) 125:15 81:8 0.672

Age 31.31 ± 7.71 30.91 ± 8.30 0.717

Handedness (R:L) 125:15 71:18 0.046

Education 13.66 ± 1.69 14.29 ± 1.97 0.013

Head motion 0.26 ± 0.20 0.26 ± 0.19 0.864

PTSD severity 
(CAPS-IV) 65.96 ± 18.79 21.72 ± 15.01 <0.001

Current mood 
disorder (%) 36.43% 2.25% <0.001

Current anxiety 
disorder (%) 24.29% 11.24% 0.015

Current substance 
use disorder (%) 17.86% 6.74% 0.017

Antidepressant (%) 29.29% 5.62% <0.001

Antiepileptic (%) 7.14% 3.37% 0.229

Sedative  
hypnotic (%) 12.14% 2.25% 0.008

Pain medication (%) 34.29% 21.35% 0.036

Number of military 
TBIs 1.13 ± 1.87 0.36 ± 0.77 <0.001

Overall daily life 
functioning 
(WHODAS II)

22.39 ± 14.87 6.22 ± 6.19 <0.001

Estimated 
premorbid IQ 
(WTAR)

101.88 ± 11.23 104.56 ± 11.90 0.094

Long-delay free 
recall accuracy 0.67 ± 0.21 0.68 ± 0.17 0.572

Long-delay 
recognition 
accuracy  
(HR − FAR)

0.82 ± 0.16 0.84 ± 0.15 0.236

Memory composite −0.24 ± 1.00 −0.11 ± 0.79 0.290

Attention 
composite 0.03 ± 0.64 0.17 ± 0.50 0.076

Executive 
composite 0.09 ± 0.55 0.13 ± 0.58 0.647
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the attention effect remained significant (model 1: Wald 2 = 7.31, 
P = 0.026; table S3). Last, covarying for differential scan length did 
not alter patterns of the results, as VAN connectivity did not differ 
between 8 min versus 12 min of resting state fMRI (0.68 versus 0.69, 
P = 0.69).

Other brain networks
We explored how the other 27 connections between brain networks 
(28 total network pairs including within-network) differed among 
those with PTSD and cognitive impairments. Specifically, we restricted 

these analyses to model 1 (three groups) using the three memory 
scores, as well as the executive function and attention composites 
(figs. S2 to S6). The only significant effect was the within-VAN con-
nectivity for the attention composite (described previously; Fig. 2B 
and Table 3).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we attempted to conceptually replicate and extend re-
cently reported findings (16), suggesting that a subset of individuals 

Table 2. PTSD+ versus PTSD− impairment proportions. Impairment for each cognitive composite (memory, attention, and executive) was defined by a cutoff 
of 1 SD below the mean on at least two measures within each cognitive domain (21). Long-delay free recall denotes an impairment cutoff of <56% accuracy. 
Long-delay recognition, calculated as the hit rate minus the false alarm rate, denotes an impairment cutoff of <85% accuracy. 

Measure %PTSD+ impairment %PTSD− impairment 2 P value

Long-delay free recall 
accuracy 28.57 19.10 2.61 0.106

Long-delay recognition 
accuracy 27.14 19.10 1.93 0.165

Memory composite 30.00 22.47 1.56 0.211

Attention composite 20.86 6.74 8.33 0.004

Executive composite 15.83 27.27 4.37 0.037

Table 3. Results from three GLMs predicting VAN connectivity across five cognitive measures. The covariates included in each model were age, gender, 
education, handedness, medication status, and head motion. Individuals were classified as impaired in memory, executive, and attention by scoring 1 SD below 
the mean on at least two measures within the specific domain. Individuals were considered impaired if their long-delay recall accuracy was <56%. Individuals were 
considered impaired if their long-delay recognition accuracy was <85%. Three groups consist of PTSD+ impairment+, PTSD+ impairment−, and PTSD−. 

Model significance

Memory composite Free recall Recognition Executive composite Attention composite

Model Likelihood 
ratio 2 P value Likelihood 

ratio 2 P value Likelihood 
ratio 2 P value Likelihood 

ratio 2 P value Likelihood 
ratio 2 P value

1 (3 groups) 5.76 0.889 5.34 0.914 5.47 0.907 4.46 0.954 13.62 0.254

2 (PTSD+/− × 
impairment+/−) 10.89 0.539 5.61 0.935 6.35 0.897 4.50 0.973 – –

3 (PTSD+/− × cognitive) 8.29 0.762 8.33 0.759 7.52 0.821 5.85 0.924 10.47 0.575

Main effects and interactions

Memory composite Free recall Recognition Executive composite Attention composite

Model Effect Wald 2 P value Wald 2 P value Wald 2 P value Wald 2 P value Wald 2 P value

1

PTSD+ 
impairment+, 
PTSD+ 
impairment−, 
PTSD−

0.58 0.748 0.15 0.926 0.29 0.867 0.08 0.962 8.62 0.013

2

PTSD+/PTSD− 0.50 0.478 0.01 0.928 0.00 0.994 0.03 0.859 – –

Impairment+/
impairment− 2.10 0.147 0.21 0.651 0.96 0.327 0.07 0.798 – –

2 × 2 
interaction 4.94 0.026 0.16 0.685 0.30 0.581 0.00 0.966 – –

3

PTSD+/PTSD− 0.18 0.673 0.43 0.514 0.41 0.523 0.00 0.948 0.14 0.704

Continuous 
cognitive score 2.82 0.093 3.01 0.083 1.39 0.238 0.97 0.324 2.81 0.094

Interaction 0.12 0.726 0.62 0.432 0.33 0.564 0.63 0.426 0.42 0.516
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with PTSD and concurrent verbal memory deficits exhibited lower 
VAN connectivity. Using a similar cohort of combat-exposed veterans 
with and without PTSD alongside multiple standardized neuro-
psychological measures of verbal memory and a priori cutoffs for 
impairment, our results differed from those of Etkin et al. (16). We 
found that individuals with PTSD and three different indicators of 
memory impairment did not have reduced functional connectivity 
within the VAN compared with those with PTSD and no memory 
impairments or those without PTSD. This was consistent across 
multiple statistical models that varied in their treatment of memory 
score (continuous or dichotomous) and group factors. In sum, we 
attempted to conceptually replicate and relate VAN connectivity to 
memory impairments co-occurring with PTSD, yet we did not find 
a similar pattern as the previous study. We further extended our 

analysis to examine whether individuals with PTSD and co-occurring 
executive functioning or attention impairments exhibited this VAN 
biomarker. First, we found that participants with PTSD had a higher 
rate of attention dysfunction than those without PTSD. These par-
ticipants with PTSD and attentional impairment exhibited reduced 
within-VAN connectivity relative to those with PTSD but without 
attentional impairments as well as those without PTSD, suggesting 
that the original findings (16) may be related to attention impairments, 
rather than memory impairments.

There are several potential explanations for our inability to replicate 
the results of Etkin et al. (16) with regard to a memory-impaired 
subtype of PTSD. First, the memory test and criterion for impairment 
used by Etkin et al. (<90% accuracy on the recognition test) may 
have had differential sensitivity and/or specificity than the CVLT-II 

Fig. 1. PTSD with impaired verbal memory is not associated with within-VAN resting-state connectivity. (A) Within-VAN connectivity across groups classified by PTSD 
and the memory composite (21). (B) Within-VAN connectivity across groups classified by PTSD and CVLT-II long-delay free recall. (C) Within-VAN connectivity across groups 
classified by PTSD and CVLT-II long-delay recognition. (D) Within-VAN connectivity and the memory composite score, by PTSD+/−. (E) Within-VAN connectivity and delayed 
free recall accuracy, by PTSD+/−. (F) Within-VAN connectivity and delayed recognition accuracy, by PTSD+/−. The tables below each scatter plot report the correlations 
(Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ) between within-VAN connectivity and the corresponding memory measure. PTSD+ Imp+, PTSD and impairment; PTSD+ Imp−, PTSD and no 
impairment; PTSD− Imp+, no PTSD and impairment; PTSD− Imp−, no PTSD and no impairment; PTSD+, PTSD participants; PTSD−, trauma-exposed control participants.
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measures used in the current study to detect a PTSD subtype with 
verbal memory impairments. However, prior versions of the task 
used by Etkin et al. were validated against the CVLT-II (20), and 
using CVLT-II norms to define cutoffs replicated the frequency of 
memory impairments in those with and without PTSD found by 
Etkin et al. Although overall verbal memory performance did not 
differ between those with and without PTSD in our sample, this 
statistic was not reported in the veteran sample of Etkin et al. (16) 
and remains unknown (although the number of participants meeting 
criterion for memory impairment was higher at 33% versus 19%). 
In addition, although meta-analytic studies of PTSD have found 

memory impairments as measured by the 
CVLT-II (37), the meta- analytic effects 
were weakened when using trauma- 
exposed controls, as well as when correct-
ing for small study bias; thus, our results 
are not unexpected. As the CVLT-II is a 
normed, validated test with acceptable 
psychometric properties (36), we were 
able to use a standardized neuropsycho-
logical measure and an a priori approach 
to define impairment, namely, when per-
formance fell 1 SD below normative ex-
pectations on more than one subtest of 
memory. Although this analysis revealed 
similar numbers of participants with mem-
ory impairments, normative-based cutoffs 
also failed to replicate the VAN connec-
tivity marker reported by Etkin et al. 
Whether the differences in the rate of 
PTSD-related memory impairments be-
tween the two samples were due to sample 
differences or measurement differences 
remain unclear. Ultimately, if verbal 
memory impairments are necessary to 
reveal subtypes of PTSD, the use of stan-
dardized tests and normative data across 
the life span will be critical for its trans-
lational utility.

Another potential explanation for our 
inability to conceptually replicate a bio-
marker for the memory-impaired sub-
group of PTSD is the unreliability of the 
functional connectivity measure (38). Re-
sults of a recent meta-analysis indicate 
that reliability of functional connectivity 
at the individual connection level is low 
and can vary on the basis of denoising 
approaches, networks/spatial location, 
and scan duration (38). For example, 
one study found that increasing scan-
ning from 6 to 12 min increased test- 
retest reliability by 20% (39). Thus, the 
use of 8 min in the study of Etkin et al. 
(16), and 8 to 12 min in our study, could 
lack the reliability necessary to detect a 
PTSD subtype. Optimizing imaging and 
explicitly testing the reliability of network 
connectivity measures will be critical for 

the identification of stable and generalizable biomarkers.
There are a number of limitations in the existing study. These 

limitations, in addition to the aforementioned methodological factors, 
may explain the differential results. In experiment 1 of Etkin et al. 
(16), a treatment-seeking civilian sample provided the strongest evi-
dence for a VAN-subtype of PTSD, which was further associated with 
treatment resistance. Thus, a notable limitation of our study is that 
we could not conceptually replicate with a civilian treatment-seeking 
sample or evaluate any differential markers of treatment response. 
Second, it is known that post-9/11 veterans have a more complex 
polymorbid presentation of PTSD that may differ from civilian 

Fig. 2. PTSD with impaired attention, but not executive function, is associated with reduced within-VAN resting- 
state connectivity. (A) Within-VAN connectivity across groups classified by PTSD and the executive function composite 
(21). (B) Within-VAN connectivity across groups classified by PTSD and the attention composite. (C) Within-VAN con-
nectivity and the executive composite score, by PTSD+/−. (D) Within-VAN connectivity and attention composite score, 
by PTSD+/−. The tables below each scatter plot report the correlations (Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ) between 
within-VAN connectivity and the corresponding composite measure. For graph (B), the PTSD− bar is a combination of 
both impairment+/− groups, as the PTSD− impairment+ group had a small sample size (n = 6). *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01.
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PTSD in its clinical heterogeneity, medication status, and resistance 
to treatment (40–42). Along these lines, our sample had the most 
robust impairments in attention, whereas the veteran sample of 
Etkin et al. (16) had worse memory performance. Thus, sample dif-
ferences are a possible explanation for our inability to conceptually 
replicate a memory-impaired neuroimaging subtype of PTSD. In 
addition, although our memory composite averaged three measures, 
we acknowledge that our CVLT-II measures are still limited because 
they are generated from a single word list and may reflect shared 
CVLT-II variance rather than more robustly reflecting general memory 
ability. Although the CVLT-II long- and short-delay free recall were 
highly correlated in our sample (r = 0.85), the recognition subscores 
correlated more moderately with recall (r = 0.60 and r = 0.61, re-
spectively), indicating that they contributed unique variance to the 
composite measure. Recognition performance, in particular (as in 
the study of Etkin et al.), can be limited by skewness and ceiling ef-
fects. Nonetheless, future studies should include multiple tests of 
memory with different lists and stimulus modalities (such as visual). 
Another study limitation is that, although our cutoff methods have 
been published elsewhere (21, 23) and are based on Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [DSM-5; (43)] cutoffs for 
mild neurocognitive disorder, the precise cutoff and tests included 
are somewhat arbitrary. Last, without premorbid assessments, it re-
mains uncertain whether the cognitive impairments observed in this 
study are a consequence of PTSD or existed before trauma exposure 
and subsequent PTSD onset.

Results from our study revealed that individuals with PTSD had 
greater attention dysfunction relative to those without PTSD, and 
this impaired PTSD group had weaker VAN connectivity. Although 
these results and the study of Etkin et al. seem to suggest an impor-
tant discrepancy, it is plausible that the memory impairments among 
some individuals diagnosed with PTSD observed by Etkin et al. were 
a function of attentional impairments. Etkin et al. (16) did not examine 
attentional dysfunction in their participants nor did they formally 
examine its association with VAN connectivity. In addition, their 
memory test was a forced choice test that was less difficult than the 
CVLT-II, as indicated by the high cutoff of 90% accuracy indicating 
dysfunction (versus our matched CVLT-II cutoff of 85%), and skewed 
distribution of performance. It has been previously suggested that 
attentional impairments may affect memory retrieval failures among 
those with PTSD by increasing distractions or intrusions (44). Thus, 
it is possible that impaired attention contributed to poor perform-
ance on the recognition memory test in Etkin et  al. In addition, 
poor effort toward the recognition task could have contributed, as 
no effort testing was reported. Nevertheless, our study was not af-
fected by the inclusion or exclusion of the 10 participants that failed 
effort testing (or an additional 18 participants who failed embedded 
effort measures); thus, effort (or lack thereof) alone is unlikely to 
explain the discrepant results. Much like the memory impairments 
noted by Etkin et al., attentional impairments would likely reduce 
response to psychotherapy for PTSD. More specifically, individuals 
with PTSD who also suffer from attentional impairments would 
have more difficulty than those without such impairments staying 
on task and focusing during treatment sessions. Lack of focus would, 
in turn, prevent the patient from properly cognitively and emotionally 
processing the traumatic experience needed to resolve symptoms.

Our neuropsychological finding that individuals with PTSD had 
greater attention dysfunction is not unexpected. In particular, con-
tinuous performance sustained attention tasks {such as the Test of 

Variables of Attention [TOVA; (45)] used in this study} are frequently asso-
ciated with PTSD and trauma-related symptom severity (25, 27, 33). 
In addition, several symptoms of PTSD are related to impaired atten-
tion, including distraction due to intrusive thoughts, hypervigilance, 
exaggerated startle, and dissociative symptoms. In particular, disso-
ciative symptoms can interfere with treatment efficacy (46). More 
broadly, attention deficits can have real-world consequences related 
to safety, school/job performance, and social functioning (47–49). 
The VAN, which overlaps with or is synonymous with the salience 
network (SN; depending on parcellation), has been associated with 
both PTSD and attentional functioning. With regard to PTSD, re-
gions in the VAN, such as insular, lateral prefrontal, and anterior 
cingulate cortices, are often overactivated in task-based fMRI studies 
of PTSD (4, 6, 7). However, VAN resting-state connectivity studies 
have been more variable in PTSD, finding both hypoconnectivity 
versus hyperconnectivity (5, 50, 51). With regard to the VAN’s under-
lying cognitive functions, neuroimaging has shown activation of 
VAN/SN in a variety of tasks, but it is most commonly associated 
with stimulus-driven attention, physiological reactivity, and error 
monitoring (35). More broadly, VAN/SN is thought to integrate 
motivational, affective, and cognitive factors to appropriately re-
spond to salient endogenous and exogenous information. The right 
hemisphere VAN/SN, in particular, is associated with arousal and 
alertness (52), and damage to right VAN can cause both spatial and 
nonspatial attentional deficits (53). Together, a linkage between VAN 
connectivity and attention dysfunction in those with PTSD seems 
plausible and worthy of future research. However, our finding re-
quires replication using data from other independent samples before 
making definitive statements about its importance.

One possible mechanism underlying the association between 
attention dysfunction, PTSD, and VAN connectivity patterns could 
be that poor attention represents a vulnerability, such that those 
with poor attention are more prone to develop PTSD and their VAN 
may be more prone to dysregulation. This cognitive vulnerability 
hypothesis is supported by the lower estimated premorbid intel-
ligence quotient (IQ) among those with attentional impairments and 
is consistent with prior research showing that lower premorbid IQ 
is a risk factor for PTSD (29). The finding of reduced VAN connec-
tivity in those with PTSD and attention impairments is robust to 
controlling for estimated premorbid IQ (reading ability), and par-
ticipants with lower premorbid IQ and PTSD did not exhibit lower 
VAN connectivity per se. Thus, it is possible that attention vulnera-
bilities present before trauma exposure (before military deployment) 
make an individual more susceptible to PTSD (34, 54, 55). In addi-
tion, such cognitive vulnerabilities for PTSD may be exacerbated by 
trauma-related psychological distress (34, 56). The degree to which 
these neurocognitive markers represent premorbid vulnerabilities 
has important translational implications, such as whether cognitive 
interventions should be implemented alongside PTSD treatments 
or whether PTSD treatments can improve cognitive functioning 
(57). Future research assessing neurocognitive functioning longitu-
dinally, as well as paired with interventions, will be needed to un-
derstand this potential subtype of PTSD.

Together, despite the previously highlighted study differences in 
sample and methods, our results question the generalizability of the 
finding of a memory-impaired neuroimaging subtype of PTSD by 
Etkin et al. (16) and suggest a need for further research to confirm 
its existence and treatment relevance. Although Etkin et al. used a 
second sample of veterans to confirm the initial findings of a PTSD 
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subgroup with memory impairments and VAN hypoconnectivity, 
several additional neural network markers were apparent with stronger 
effects than the VAN. Hence, there was some lack of correspon-
dence between studies 1 and 2. Thus, we caution readers about the 
generalizability of both a memory-VAN or our finding of an attention- 
VAN subtype of PTSD. For the translational utility of work such as 
Etkin et al. (16) and the present study to be realized, there are im-
portant criteria to consider. The first recommended criterion is 
whether other researchers can use data collected independently 
from different samples and identical or similar methods to arrive at 
the same original conclusion. The second criterion is to determine 
the generalizability of the findings, with regard to different scanners, 
preprocessing/processing, statistical approaches, participant charac-
teristics, and measures of cognition and PTSD. Similarly, the reli-
ability of critical measures such as diagnoses, cognition, and fMRI 
markers are important limiting factors for replicability and general-
izability. Along these lines, cognitive tests with known reliability and 
normative data, as well as continuous measures of cognition and 
symptom severity, may be preferable to cutoffs and may lead to more 
generalizable prediction (15, 21, 23). Last, it is important to consider 
the biological and theoretical consistency of discovery-based results. 
For example, the VAN is not primarily associated with or considered 
essential for verbal memory, and thus, the association between VAN 
and verbal memory observed by Etkin et al. (16) may not be a direct link.

Given the observed differences in neurocognitive subtypes ob-
served across the two veteran PTSD samples, there are many future 
directions that the field should pursue, in addition to the above recom-
mendations regarding replication and generalization. For one, more 
sensitive and reliable cognitive tasks with better characterized neuro-
biological substrates may provide us with more specific and replicable 
results that allow us to identify subtypes of PTSD. For example, we 
have developed a sustained attention task that is differentially sensi-
tive to PTSD and other trauma-related conditions and is linked to 
connectivity and activation across many large-scale brain networks 
(25, 32, 58, 59). Similarly, a recent study suggests that context pro-
cessing may be a key dysfunction in PTSD and presents a task that 
may be sensitive to the underlying neurobiology (7). Different neuro-
imaging analytics may also improve replicability and sensitivity to 
PTSD subtypes such as dynamic connectivity (60), informational 
connectivity, and network analyses (61, 62). If this attention sub-
type of PTSD is shown to be reliable, the included attention tests are 
relatively short in duration, and thus could be included in interven-
tions to determine whether attention subtypes predict outcomes, or 
are themselves improved by treatment for PTSD. On the other 
hand, cognitive neuroscience–based interventions aimed at im-
proving attention could be paired with treatments for PTSD, poten-
tially enhancing treatment efficacy. For example, computer-based 
attention training has been shown to generalize to other cognitive 
domains across a range of populations (63, 64), and network-targeted 
transcranial magnetic stimulation methods have been developed 
to improve both attention (60, 61) and memory (62). For these pre-
cision medicine approaches to realize their potential, reliable and 
accurate neurocognitive predictors, as well as treatment outcomes, 
will be required to understand their interactions. Last, it is impor-
tant to consider that transdiagnostic approaches to trauma sequelae, 
which consider combinations of PTSD alongside TBI, depression, 
sleep dysfunction, chronic pain, and substance use, may be critical 
to understand the underlying neurobiological heterogeneity in this 
polymorbid population.

In summary, we attempted to conceptually replicate the finding 
that a subtype of PTSD existed with concurrent memory dysfunc-
tion and VAN hypoconnectivity, using a standardized battery of 
neuropsychological tests and a priori criteria for cognitive impair-
ments. We did not replicate these results with closely matched ana-
lytic processes and a similar participant cohort. We did find that 
those with PTSD and clinically meaningful attentional impairment 
did exhibit hypoconnectivity in the VAN. Although this explor-
atory result will require validation, it suggests that the original re-
sults might have been related to attention deficits or may not be 
domain-specific with regard to cognition. Our study suggests that 
caution is warranted when attempting to define subtypes of PTSD 
with resting fMRI and cognition, before treatment implications can 
be fully realized.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
In this conceptual replication and extension of the study of Etkin et al. 
(16), we examined fMRI connectivity and neuropsychological per-
formance in a cohort of combat-exposed veterans (n = 229), using 
comparable data processing techniques and a variety of matched 
and complementary analysis strategies. Specifically, we examined 
whether individuals with normative-based verbal memory impair-
ments and PTSD exhibited lower VAN connectivity as observed by 
Etkin et al., using a well-validated neuropsychological measure of 
verbal memory with both free recall and recognition, the CVLT-II 
(36). We extended the previous work by using additional assessments 
of executive functioning and attention, as well as validated composites 
and DSM-5–based impairment cutoffs of each cognitive domain (29), 
to determine whether individuals with other cognitive impairments 
and PTSD exhibited this VAN connectivity marker. Last, we explored 
whether other brain networks revealed additional subtypes or inter-
actions between cognition and PTSD.

Participants
Study participants were part of the Translational Research Center 
for Traumatic Brain Injury and Stress Disorders [TRACTS; for de-
tails regarding recruitment, exclusion criterion, and the characteristics 
of the TRACTS dataset, see (41)]. General exclusion criteria for re-
cruitment into the TRACTS cohort includes prior serious medical 
and/or neurological illness unrelated to TBI, active suicidal and/or 
homicidal ideation requiring intervention, or a current diagnosis of 
bipolar disorder or psychotic disorder (except psychosis not other-
wise specified because of trauma-related hallucinations) according 
to the DSM-IV (fourth edition; American Psychiatric Association, 
2000). This sample included post-9/11 veterans that participated in 
both neuroimaging (resting fMRI) and the primary behavioral 
assessment (CVLT-II), were combat deployed, and did not have a 
moderate or severe TBI [mild TBI (mTBI) included; see Table 1]. 
For our study, data were available for the first consecutive 255 par-
ticipants. Sixteen were later excluded for failed fMRI quality control 
(see the “Image processing” section) and 10 for failed performance 
validity testing (see the “Performance validity” section) for a sample 
size of 229 participants.

Demographics and clinical measures
We considered the following demographics to describe our sample, 
to use as covariates, and for replicating the procedures described by 
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Etkin et al. (16): age, gender identification, handedness, medication 
status (antidepressant, antiepileptic, sedative hypnotic, and pain 
medications considered as separate covariates), and education level 
attained. To assess PTSD in our study participants, the Clinician- 
Administered PTSD Scale for the DSM-IV [CAPS-IV; (65)] was 
administered to determine the presence (PTSD+) or absence of PTSD 
(PTSD−). We assessed the number of military mTBIs using the 
Boston Assessment of TBI-Lifetime (66) and other psychiatric dis-
orders (mood, anxiety, and substance abuse disorder) using the 
Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV Axis 1 Disorders (67). 
All diagnostic interviews were completed by a doctoral-level clinical 
psychologist and reviewed by at least three doctoral-level psycholo-
gists to achieve diagnostic consensus. See Table 1 for the description 
of our sample.

Neuropsychological measures
Performance validity
Commonly, practitioners and researchers include a measure of 
effort to help determine the validity of performance on a neuro-
psychological test(s), as performance validity has been related to 
cognitive performance in patients with PTSD and mTBI and is con-
sidered a critical part of their neuropsychological assessment (23, 68, 69). 
This study used the verbal Medical Symptom Validity Test (MSVT) 
(70) to determine whether effort is sufficient to produce valid 
scores on neuropsychological tests. MSVT failures included partic-
ipants that scored an 85% or less on immediate recall, delayed re-
call, or consistency (24). Individuals that failed the MSVT (n = 10) 
were removed from the analysis, as they may have given less effort 
during the testing session, calling into question the validity of their 
data (21). In addition to the MSVT, three of our metrics included 
embedded performance validity tests, which were considered in 
follow-up analyses: four participants had a score >2 on the TOVA 
Symptom Exaggeration Index, eight participants had a Reliable Dig-
it Span of < 7 on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale–IV (71), five 
participants scored <15/16 on the CVLT-II Forced Choice Recog-
nition, and one participant had poor performance on both the 
CVLT-II Forced Choice and Reliable Digit Span. Excluding these 
additional 18 participants did not change the results (table S3).
Verbal memory
We used the well-validated CVLT-II to assess participants’ verbal 
memory. Specifically, the CVLT-II involves learning 16 words, followed 
by a short-delay free recall test, a long-delay free recall test, and 
subsequently, a long-delay recognition test (16 words with 44 foils).

Primary measure. A common set of criteria for determining neuro-
cognitive impairment in a cognitive domain, based on DSM-5 cut-
offs for mild neurocognitive disorder, requires performance to be 1 SD 
below normative expectations on two or more measures within that 
domain (21–23). We applied these criteria using three age-adjusted 
standardized performance scores from the CVLT-II (short-delay 
recall, long-delay recall, and long-delay recognition), as previously 
published (21). As a complementary continuous measure of memory, 
the mean z scores of the three memory scores were averaged to 
compute a composite score (21).

Secondary measures. To more directly match the work by Etkin et al. 
(16), we also evaluated the raw performance scores for the long-delay 
free recall and recognition tests. To define impairment, since our 
cohort was similar to the sample from Etkin et al. in demographics and 
trauma type (veterans with combat exposure), we determined cut-
off scores that matched as closely as possible the percentage of im-

paired individuals with and without PTSD (33 and 19%, respectively). 
To test whether our best matched percentages were closer to that of 
the work of Etkin et al. (16) than expected by chance, we used a 
randomization procedure (100,000 iterations), where clinical labels 
were randomly assigned, and the best matched percentages of the 
random data were computed and compared with the actual data.
Other cognitive domains
In addition to the memory composite described previously, we 
recently published and validated clinical impairment cutoffs and 
cognitive composite scores for attention and executive function (21). 
The attention composite consisted of the TOVA (45) mean reaction 
time and d′ (accuracy), digit span forward (72), and Trail Making 
Test number sequencing subtest A (73). The executive composite 
included the following measures: Trail Making Test number-letter 
switching subtest B (73), Stroop Test (73), CANTAB Intra-Extra 
Dimensional Set Shift (www.cantab.com), verbal fluency (73), and 
Auditory Consonant Trigrams (74). The raw performance on all 
measures was converted to standardized scores. Individuals were 
considered impaired if they scored 1 SD below the normative ex-
pectation on two or more measures that compose each domain. For 
more details regarding these cognitive composites, refer to the work 
by Riley et al. (21). Note that two participants did not have an exec-
utive function composite, and one did not have an attention com-
posite; thus, each was excluded from their respective analyses.

Resting-state fMRI acquisition and processing
MRI acquisition
The neuroimaging data were acquired with a 3T Siemens TIM Trio 
scanner, using a 12-channel head coil. Two T1-weighted anatomical 
MPRAGE scans [repetition time (TR), 2530 ms; echo time (TE), 3.32 ms; 
flip angle, 7°, 1-mm isotropic] were acquired for inter-participant 
registration and normalization. Of the included 229 participants (see 
the “Participants” section for exclusion criteria), 183 participants com-
pleted two 6-min T2* weighted fMRI scans (gradient echo planar 
imaging: TR, 3000 ms; TE, 30 ms; flip angle, 90°, 3 mm by 3 mm by 
3.7 mm slices for 38 slices). Another 44 participants completed two 
4-min T2* weighted fMRI scans (gradient echo planar imaging: TR, 
2000 ms; TE, 30 ms; flip angle, 90°, 3 mm by 3 mm by 3.7 mm slices 
for 38 slices), and 2 participants completed one scan of each length 
(one 6-min and one 4-min scan). fMRI was acquired during resting 
state while participants were instructed to keep their eyes open and 
stay awake.
Image processing
Resting-state fMRI images were preprocessed using Analysis of 
Functional NeuroImages (75). This processing pipeline included 
motion correction, registration to standard space, slice time correction, 
scan concatenation, censoring of time points with a framewise dis-
placement >0.5 mm, 4-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian 
smoothing, followed by regression of motion parameters, white 
matter time series, ventricle time series, and band-pass filtering 
(0.01 to 0.001 Hz). Control for head motion confounds in resting- 
state involved removing individuals with greater than 20% of their 
fMRI scan censored during preprocessing (n = 15) or where MRI 
acquisition did not cover all brain regions in the parcellation (n = 1). 
We also calculated the mean root square motion during the resting 
scans. None of the remaining participants had greater than 3 mm of 
motion (although we used this measure as a covariate).

The brain was parcellated using an atlas from the work of Schaefer 
and colleagues (76) that parses the cortex into 100 nodes (regions) 
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that are embedded within seven large-scale cortical networks identi-
fied by Yeo et al. (77). The networks included the visual (17 regions), 
sensorimotor (14 regions), dorsal attention (15 regions), ventral at-
tention (12 regions), limbic (5 regions), executive control (13 regions), 
and default mode (24 regions) networks. The average time series were 
extracted from each node (averaged across the set of voxels within 
the node) and correlated (Pearson) across nodes for a total of 4950 
pairwise correlations. To calculate both within and between func-
tional connectivity measures at the network-level, the resulting 
correlation coefficients were Fisher z-transformed, grouped, and 
averaged according to their corresponding large-scale network, 
resulting in a total of 7 within-network and 21 between-network 
estimates (total, 28). The primary outcome variable of our analysis 
was the within-VAN connectivity, which was the marker associated 
with memory impairments in the work of Etkin et al. (16) and thus 
the focus of this replication attempt. The other 27 connections were 
included in exploratory analyses. Note that the above preprocessing 
and parcellation were either identical or well-matched (78, 79) to 
that in the work of Etkin et al. (16).

Statistical analyses
Three GLMs were conducted in SPSS to predict individual differ-
ences in within-VAN connectivity. Model 1 used a single group factor 
with three levels (PTSD+/cognitive impairment+, PTSD+/cognitive 
impairment−, and PTSD−). Model 2 included PTSD diagnostic status 
and cognition (impaired and not impaired), as well as the interac-
tion term, as predictors. Model 3 included PTSD status and the con-
tinuous cognitive factor, as well as the interaction term, as predictors of 
VAN connectivity. Models 1 to 3 were conducted using three tests 
of memory (memory composite score, long-delay free recall, and 
long-delay recognition), as well as executive function or attentional 
composites. All models included the same covariates (age, gender 
identification, handedness, and medication status) and effect statistic 
(Wald statistic) as in the study of Etkin et al. Significance was deter-
mined with  of 0.05.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
stm.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/12/568/eaaz9343/DC1
Fig. S1. Histograms of cognitive task performance.
Fig. S2. All networks and memory composite.
Fig. S3. All networks and recognition memory.
Fig. S4. All networks and memory recall.
Fig. S5. All networks and attention composite.
Fig. S6. All networks and executive function composite.
Table S1. Attention sample demographics.
Table S2. Results from three GLMs predicting VAN connectivity across six cognitive measures 
(including WTAR; WTAR included as covariates for all other cognitive models).
Table S3. Results from three GLMs predicting VAN connectivity across six cognitive measures 
(additional 18 participants excluded based on embedded performance validity measures).

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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stratification using fMRI and neuropsychological methods might require further consideration.
of patients with similar fMRI impairments but different cognitive features. The results suggest that patient
similar approach in a cohort of patients and failed to replicate the results. However, the authors identified a cohort 

 used aet al.common signature associated with memory impairments in a subgroup of patients. Now, Esterman 
treatments and better outcome. A recent study used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and identified a
response to treatment. Patient stratification using noninvasive biomarkers could potentially result in more effective 

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric condition with heterogeneous symptoms and
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